Short-listed students invited for interaction

On the basis of the written test, the following students and their parents are invited for personal interaction. At the time of interaction kindly bring originals and self-attested photocopies of relevant documents for submission.

Please note dates and timings of Interaction

List of documents to be submitted at the time of interaction

1. You will be required to submit Residence proof, such as Copy of Passport/Election Identity Card/Current Utilities Bill/House Allocation letter.

2. In case of Alumnus please attach Board Mark sheet of class X/XII or school leaving certificated (Alumnus is a person who has studied for at least 4 years in the Vidyalaya and passed either class X or XII from the Vidyalaya).

3. Proof in support of claim made for Gujarati or Sibling category or Interstate Transfer cases (within last three months only).

4. Proof/supporting documents for any other claim (s) made in the Application Form. Kindly bring the original documents for verification and photocopies duly attested for submission.

5. Please carry a photograph of the Parents / Guardian and Applicant along with you if you are invited for interaction, as these would be required to be pasted on the form.

6. Please carry the final report card of class VI, class VII, mid-term and final result of class VIII examination and also the self attested photocopy of the same of your ward for the verification process.

✽ Documents will be verified only at the time of interaction and no documents will be accepted by the office thereafter.